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Sharks sneak up on
the Stars for 7th
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And the band played on
SJSU Night at the Arena proves to be a big success
By Joanne Griffith Domingue
Spartan Daily Executive Editor

The band pumps up the Arena crowd after the first period Monday
night when the Sharks meet the Dallas Stars

When the 32 members of
San Jose State’s award winning
singing group, the Choraliers,
stepped out onto the ice at the
San Jose Arena Monday night,
they caused a stir.
"That’s the largest group
I’ve ever had out there for the

national anthem," said Diane
Bloom, director of Event
Services at the Arena.
The Choraliers sang as part
of SJSU night at the San Jose
Sharks hockey game. The pep
band played, the spirit team
performed, and President
Robert Caret and his guests
watched the game from the
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S.1 Sharkie chases the SJSU Spirit Team off the ice after they performed during the second period break at the Arena Monday night

city of San Jose’s box.
Tom Brennan, director of
athletics at SJSU, arranged the
evening.
"It’s a good connection,"
Brennan said, between Sharks
fans and SJSU. This was the
first SJSU night at the Sharks,
and planning is already underway for next year, he said.
The SJSU pep band tooted a
welcome in the parking lot
outside the Arena entrance as
hockey fans arrived for the
game.
They also played during the
first period break. The 32 band
members marched directly
onto the ice. But they weren’t
worried about slipping.
"After the first period, the
ice is totally beat up," said
Scott Pierson, director of the
SJSU marching band. "It’s like
walking on a shag rug."
The band chose music to celebrate SJSU’s entrance into the
Western Athletic Conference in
1996.
"We did ’Respect’ by Aretha
Franklin,"
Pierson
said,
"because we’re looking for
respect when we enter the
WAC."
They also played "Greased
Lightnin’" because "we’re hoping to get a football running
back who runs like greased
lightnin,’" Pierson said.
The band had only six
utes to play, Bloom said,
because then the Zambonis
come out to resurface the ice.
For the second period break
the SJSU spirit team, which
incluI s the Sparta-Gold

Dancers and the cheerleaders,
performed.
Members of the athletic
department handed out fliers
advertising the 1995 Spartan
fS otball season as Sharks fans
came inside the Arena.
Ii
"It should be an enjoyable
night," said Lawrence Fan,
director of sports information
at SJSU. "It’s a chance for SJSU
to reach sports fans who
might be potential season
ticket buyers for SJSU football," he said.
Caret’s guests included
Charlene Archibeque who is
director of choral activities in
the school of music and director of the Choraliers.
"We usually perform in tuxedos and
black formals
trimmed in white satin," she
said. But that seemed IS
dressy for out on the ice.
So over black slacks they
wore white SJSU T-shirts given
to them by Ron Duvall of the
Spartan Bookstore.
Daniel Hughes, an undergraduate student in voice and
assistant conductor for the
Choraliers, directed.
"It’s absolutely a great
honor to conduct tonight,"
Hughes said. ’It was phenomenal."
This was Caret’s first Sharks
game.
"Watching the pep
I. nd and the Choraliers come
out on the ice showed the
marriage
possibilities
between the city and the university," he said.
e going to grow as one.
Ii
We have
a common drearn."

13arden one of 12 clistinguished alums honored
By Larry Lee
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Christopher Darden, one of the prosecuting attorneys in the 0.J. Simpson
murder trial, returned to San Jose State
University Monday night to be honored
as a distinguished SJSU alumnus.
Darden, who graduated in 1977 with
honors from the administration of
tice department, was one of 12 former
SJSU students who were recognized by

the College of Applied
Sciences and Arts for
their post-graduation
achievements.
"I’m honored to be
here," Darden said. "I
owe San Jose State a
lot, and 1 really don’t
want to go back
Darden
home."
The 39-year-old Darden told the

crowd of about 100 guests the fond
memories he had of SJSU. "I could not
imagine going anywhere else to college," he said.
Darden arrived in San Jose just
moments before the ceremony and
immediately rushed back to Los
Angeles to continue with his busy
schedule.
Inger Sagatun-Edwards, chair of the
administration of justice departrnent,

was responsible for bringing Darden to
campus. "He was so gracious,"
Sagatun-Edwards said. "He immediately
said he’d be delighted even though
he’s teaching a law class tonight."
Caroline Fee, chair of the alumni
board of directors, said each department was responsible for selecting the
12 alumni. Each graduate will be honored with a pictorial display in their
See Darden, page 8

Sonoma State considers camipus merger
Plan would place Student Union under student govenlment’s control
By Jennifer Ferguson

Spartan Daily Stall Writer

Sonoma State University
may be paving the way for
change in the California State
University system if a plan
tS merge Its Associated
Students and Student Union is
imS. mented.
"It would be the first time
ever In the past 30 years that
two non-profit student auxiles that were created separately would join," said Lori
Mercer, SSU’s administrative
vice president of Associated
Students.
The merger was .55 ’5
by SSU students on March 14,
but the next step will be to
obtain the approval from the
chancellor of the CSU system
anS then the approval of SSU
president, Ruben Arminana.
Tracy Terrill, SSU’s California
State Association iepresenta-

tive, expects hesitation from
the chancellor because the
CSU has never had to deal with
a student merger before.
"I think the chancellor’s
office is giving us a lot of obstacles to Jump through because
they are afraid it will set a
precedent in other schools,"
Terrill said. "Because if other
schools’ Student Unions run
the food services and the
bookstore, it might create too
much power for students."
Cathy Busalacchi, executive
director of the SJSU Student
Union, said that a merger
between SJSU’s Student Union
and Associated Students isn’t
likely.
"The talk of mergers between
unions and Associated Students
has been going on in the
grapevine ever since I got here
%even years ago," Busalacchi
’ nut f’,4:1 Jose Slate is till-

ferent than Sonoma, and 1 don’t
know if it would work here.
"Sonoma State has about
8,000 students compared to us
at over 25,000," Busalacchi
said. "So their union and A.S.
are much smaller ... so I don’t
see it happening on our campus anytime soon.
"Although, we do have a new
president here, who will be
looking at all of our operations
and see how we can become
more efficient and effective,"
Busalacchi said. "At this point
In time we don’t know what
he’s going to do."
SSU is different from SJSU In
that its Student Union does not
house or run any food service
or bookstore on campus.
Instead, a non-profit organization called the Enterprise holds
a monopoly of all food and
book services at Sonoma State.
Denelle Fedor, SJSU’s A.S.’s

director of California State
Affairs, said she thinks what
SSU is doing is great.
"I think that when students
are paying a $1,000 a semester
to go to a university, I think
they should have as much
direct representation as possible, and have a say in how
things run," she said.
"When you have student
control you’re not going to see
fees increased as easily," Fedor
said. "The more you have a
student operated student
union you have more camaraderie between students.
"That’s what the people at
Sonoma are trying to do is to
make sure things run smoothly
and more student friendly,"
Fedor said, "and it’s unfortunate that the CSU feels threatened but it makes sense just as
much as we’re threatened
See Merger, page 7
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Students can see these
people as role models,
because they are the
alunnii of tomorrow.
Caroline Fee
hair (if thr
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Democrats say Wilson
gutting higher education
By Roger R. Ramirez
’ipartan Daily Staff Writer

Twenty-two Democratic state
senators sent a letter to
Republican Gov. Wilson opposing any further increases In student fees for California’s public
cI lleges and universities.
The letter cited the 1960
California Master Plan for Higher
Education which promised the
people of California access to
an affordable, quality college
education.
The senators claimed the
Master Plan was in jeopardy
and Wilson was failing to live
up to the plan.
"In the past five years, with
your current proposal for the
1995-96 budget, student fees
will have increased by 157 percent at UC, 123 percent at the
CSU and 350 percent at (community colleges)," wrote the
senators.

Wilson plans to make a statement about this issue in the
next few weeks.
Cindy Katz. spokeswoman for
the governor’s office of child
development and education,
said, "California has had a $25
billion loss in revenues, and we
have had to make a choice
between raising taxes, which no
one in the legislature brought up,
and cutting health and welfare
and higher education programs.
"The main reasons for the
increase (in higher education
fees) is the recession. maintaining prison funding, because of
the ’three strikes’ law and the
law protecting K-12 revenues,"
Katz said.
The senator’s letter said, "We
are particularly dismayed that,
in a period when you indicate
that the California economy has
improved and state revenues
See Master plan, page 8
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Southpaw Notes

Nothing beats a good, violent storm
action to California. Not only was
The weather is back the way I
there the proximity of the Russian
like it.
River and poor old Guerneville,
There were a few days in April
but also we went through the
when I was worried that the wonexcitement of anticipating my
derful winter weather was gone.
mom’s house being flooded in
Cloudy gray skies had given way to
Cruz.
Santa
the sunny, flowery days of spring.
Although I didn’t want that to
"Yech," I thought, as the mornhappen for her sake, I was looking
ing sun streamed through the
forward to possibly getting up
cracks of my window blinds.
A.J. N omal
close and personal with Nature;
"Where’s the fog? Where are the
filling up those sandbags to hold
clouds? Where’s my beloved rain?"
No. I can’t stand nice "summer" weather. off the rising torrent in my mom’s back yard or lisThere’s something about blue skies that depress- tening to that river rush out of control that’s
es me. And whenever I hear someone say, 1 wish the stuff dreams are made of.
People ask me how I can be so insensitive to
it would stop raining, I hate the rain," I feel as if
the lives that are lost in the wake of the storms I
someone is insulting me.
The reason I don’t like sunny, 80 degree days is like so much. I’m not insensitive to people getting
because they are boring. Nothing is going on up in killed in storms; any loss of life is upsetting. But
the sky. I’m lucky if there is a breeze reminding me I’d much rather be killed in a violent storm than
blown up. Besides, when you live in hurricane
that there is actually something called weather.
The weather reports are boring, too, because country, just like when you live in earthquake
they are reporting boring weather. Clear, dry, country, you have to acknowledge those risks.
This recent storm is kind of like a gift from
warm days don’t even compare to a good blizzard.
When there’s a storm system coming in I sit Nature. Forecasters and Californians alike
back and watch the show. I’ll watch the cold front acknowledge how odd it is. I don’t see it as odd,
roll in; first the cirrus clouds, then the cirrostra- though. I see it as another testament to Nature’s
tus, altocumulus until WHAM!, storm city. I’ll stare wonder. She does what She wants and always will.
But the excitement will soon be coming to an
out the window and watch the rain fall from the
sky in youthful amazement at Earth’s natural won- end. That stubborn high pressure system will
eventually settle in, bringing the monotony of
ders.
I even get amusement out of the weather relat- "nice" weather with it. Then I will have visions of
ed "disasters." Actually, I don’t see them as disas- rainbows and dark, foreboding cumulonimbus
ters at all. I see them as Mother Nature cleaning clouds as I await the fall and eventually the greathouse. When I watch the news and see motor est show on Earth, winter.
homes shredded by a tornado, or a hurricane
A.J. Nomai is the
pounding the Florida coast, I can’t help but smile.
Spartan Daily
"There She is," I think to myself. "Nature in all
Forum Editor.
of Her glory showing off Her stuff."
His column appears
This past winter has been great. Usually I’m
every Tuesday.
condemned to watch things happening in far away
places. This winter, however, El Nino brought Her

Letters to the Editor

The university is dead
Dear Editor,
Professor Scott Rice (April
26, Letters to the Editor) wonders if he is alone in finding the
arrest and probable firing of
Mr. Day (of the Day/Flowers
conflict), the destruction of the
presidents town meeting, and
the pressured revision of the
radio station’s programs horrifying.
The answer is yes. A great

pendulum (out of Poe) has
swung.
Reason has been replaced
by rage, respect by riot, mind
by muscle, logic by lethargy,
thought by tyranny, communication by contempt, and learning by litany. The university is
Dead!
A great and terrible silence
has descended the aura of
the funeral parlor. The university is dead.

But wait, just above the awesome silence one can hear a
faint lilt and loathsome lyric:
"It’s Munich, Munich,
Munich ..."
The university is dead.
You are, Scott, indeed alone.
Well, almost.
Ed Laurie
Emeritus Professor
Marketing

Protest was needed to send a clear message
Dear Editor,
I am responding to a letter
published on April 14, 1995. Mr.
Terrence Curtis raised the issue
of whether African-Americans
should have disrupted the town
meeting. He felt that the actions
of African -American students
prevented other students from
speaking out their concerns,
I believe Mr. Curtis missed
the purpose of the protest. The
Black Student Union (BSU) did
not simply interrupt the meeting
for selfish reasons. It was to
voice equal opportunity for
minorities and to oppose racial
discrimination,
program
minority
The
changes made by KSJS and the
Wesley Flowers/Michael Day
racial incident are two specific
examples. These issues were

not raised to improve the standing oi African-American students, but for all minorities.
I agree, the protest infringed
upon the rights of other students to speak. However, Mr.
Curtis overlooked the available
alternatives for the BSU. 1
assume the BSU, in the past,
tried to use other methods to
express their concerns.
I am not aware of every incident, but I know of one example.
A coalition of Latino- and
African-American students were
in a negotiating process with
KSJS during the last two
months. A compromise was not
reached until 12 days after the
protest. Students should ask the
BSU for other examples of past
methods used.
A protest was the most
immediate and effective method

to voice their concerns. It
exposed the severity of the
Wesley Flowers/Michael Day
incident. This issue needed to
be addressed as soon as possible before disappearing.
The protest hoped to create
a lasting impact to prevent
reocurrence. It made the campus community aware of the situation. The BSU showed the
campus that racism should not
be tolerated. Why should anyone allow racism to happen
again?
Lastly, I do not agree on "segregated meetings." Segregation
violates the rights of other people. Most importantly, people of
color can have "intelligent discussions."
Ada E. Marquez
Environmental Studies
Junior

Customers don’t necessarily have to be polite
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to the
writer’s forum by Jennifer
Ferguson, "People aren’t polite
to waitresses" (April 21).
As residents of the San
Francisco Bay Area we are
exposed to a vast amount of cultural diversity. In our community you will find people from all
walks of life. From this we know
that not all people will have the
same values or beliefs. One person’s view of what is polite to
say to a waitress may be different from another view of what Is
not polite to say to a waitress.
Therefore, It would be inaccurate to say that people who
don’t say please and thank you
are not polite.
When it comes to a position
where you are required to serve
the public, you are required to
be a polite, pleasant server.
Who decides Just how polite and

pleasant you are? The customer,
of course is the ultimate judge of
just how polite and pleasant you
are. Each customer will have a
different expectation for you to
achieve. As a server, it is your
job to satisfy these different
expectations that a customer
may have.
As a server, there are company rules and policies that you
must follow in regards to how
you treat customers. Basically,
when you are hired to be a server, you are hired to be an actor.
You must act the way the customer expects you to.
When you punch the time
clock, you need to leave your
personal problems and beliefs
aside. You are being paid to
treat the customer to a polite
and pleasant dining experience.
On the other hand, the customer does not have company
rules and policies to follow in
regards to how to treat servers,

and they do not get paid. The
customer pays for the service
they receive.
People’s politeness are not in
question when they enter an
establishment and become customers. As customers, they are
not required to demonstrate
just how pleasant and polite
they are. In fact, customers
know that they are the reason
you have a job, and hold the saying, "The customer is always
right" to its fullest.
It is important for Ferguson to
know that just because a customer does not say "please" or
"thank-you" to a waitress, does
not mean that the customer Is
not being polite to the waitress.
Rhonda Yearman
General Manager
Denny’s Restaurant
Senior
Business

Writer’s Forum

Explosives are a threat and an asset
Receiving a package in the mail
has come to mean a different thing
these days with the recent attacks
from the "Unabomber."
It used to be a highlight of the
day to go to the mailbox to find a
nice big box addressed to you to
open. Maybe it’s a care box from
Mom, or the new gadget you
ordered from the Home Shopping
Roger R.
Network.
But now, when I see these packages or boxes, I have a deep feeling of fear.
Visions of the box exploding. I see visions of
arms and hands fragmenting. Thank you
"Unabomber." You have taken yet another small
piece of happiness away from people everywhere.
It is bad enough that during Halloween we
have nut cases putting razor blades in candy, but
that is only once a year. Now we constantly have
to worry about a package blowing up or a bomb
destroying our place of work.
What is this fascination with explosions? Is it
from TV and movie stunts where the hero jumps
away, just in the nick of time, before a building
or car blows up? Or is it from how the governments of the world have always dealt with war
and confrontation by bombing their opposition?
Or is it just the fascination of a child who
lights a firecracker for the first time and hears

Opinion page
policies

the loud bang and sees the flutter of paper litter the ground
after the small explosion?
If you look around at our daily
lives, explosions fill our world,
influence our minds and cause a
fair amount of debate, conflicts
and loss.
For the 130-plus people who
died in the Oklahoma bombing it
Ramirez
ended their lives. It demolished
families, crushed children’s
nerves, blasted away a community and shattered
a nation’s security.
Explosives tend to cause destruction in one
form or another. But they can also help. They
can tunnel away at a mountain so trains can run
food and supplies to a remote section of the
world. They can prevent dangerous avalanches
by causing controlled ones. They can light up
the sky during a Fourth of July firework show.
It all depends on how to use them and for
what cause. Just like any tool, it can be a means
to speed up progress, to achieve something
impossible. Or it can be misused and cause mass
destruction.
Roger R. Ramirez is a
Spartan Daily
Staff Writer
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"If all mankind minus one, were of one
opinion, and only one person were of the
contrary opinion, mankind would be no
more justified in silencing that one person,
than he, if he had the power, would be justified in silencing mankind."
Mill,
John Stuart
"On Liberty" (1850)
The representation of a broad range of
opinions is important to a democracy. The
Spartan Daily is committed to sharing
those opinions with the community.
Spartan Daily readers may express themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to
the Editor or Campus Viewpoint.
A Letter to the Editor is a 200-word
response to an issue or point of view that
has appeared in the Spartan Daily. Campus
Viewpoint is a 300- to 500-word essay (two
double spaced pages) on current campus,
political or personal issues.
Submissions become the property of the
Spartan Daily and may be edited for clarity,
grammar, libel and length. Submissions
must contain the author’s name, address,
phone number, signature and major.
Submissions must be typed or submitted
on a 3.5" disk using Microsoft Word on the
Macintosh. Always provide a printout of
the piece.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to
the Editor box at the Spartan Daily office in
Dwight Bente] Hall room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237 or mailed to the Spartan
Daily Forum Editor, School of Journalism
and Mass Communications, San Jose State
University, One Washington Square, San
Jose, CA, 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of the Spartan Daily editors, not the
staff.
Published opinions do not necessarily
reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the
School
of
Journalism
and
Mass
Communications or SJS1.1.
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President Clinton cuts all
economic ties with Iran

Sparta Guide
SJSU’s Weekly Calendar
School of Art & Design

Career Planning &Placement

Co-op Orientation 1230p.m.
Student Union, Almaden Rm.
Call 924-6033.

Clube Lusitania

Food Bazaar Meeting 12 noon
Student Union, Montalvo Rm.
Call 929-4413.

Human Resource
Management Association

Meeting- Jean Hollands, CEO
of leadership Center, talks
about organizational change
4:30p.m. Student Union,
Costanoan Rm. Call 275-0148.

Improvised Music Studies

Mariachi Workshop 7-9:30p.m.
Music 186. Call 2933152.

KSJS 90.5FM

Tuesday Night Lecture: "InSite
1994 and other Installations
Dealing with Border Issues"
5-6p.m. Art Rm. 13:3. and
Student Galleries Art Receptions 68p.m. Art & Industrial Studies IlIdgs.
Call 924-4S30.

SCTA: Student California
Teachers Association
Speaker: Principal Rice Year
Round Schooling 12ruxin-lp.m.
Sweeney Hall Rm. 334. Call (510)
792-8652.

Society of Manufacturing
Engineers

AIKIDO Club

Re-entry Advisory Program
General Support Group for
Re-entry Students 12-1p.m.
Administration Bldg. Rm. 269.
Call 924-5930.

liberal Studies Society

Membership 11114.) - join the club
& have
a
great
meal!
12noon-2p.m. Barbecue Pit.
Call 297-8944.

Filipino Engineering
& Science Organization
Meeting - new members welcome 2::30p.m. Student Union
Costar oan Rm. Call 262-6637.

Re-entry Advisory Program

Shrunken Head Man
Illustration Club

Wednesday

PRSSA

Cinco de Mayo Celebration
7p.m. Morris Dailey Auditorium
Call 924-6339.

Society of Women Engineers

Library Donations &
Sales Unit

Sports Publicity- Representatives
from SF Giants & S.1 Sharks talk
about Public Relations in the Big
Leagues. 6:30p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe Rm. Call 395-8427.

A.S. Program Board

End
of
Year
Social
12noon-1:30p.m. Student Union
Pacheco Rm. Call 924-5930.

Staff Meetings for Campus
Station 5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis H all
Rm. 118. Call 924-4561.

Spring Cleaning Book Sale- 50
percent off 10a.m.-4p.m. WLN
408 and Clark Lobby. Call 9242705.

Asks Yeltsin to cancel nuclear deal with Tehran

Gen’l Meeting- Join for fall
membership, open to all
majors 3:30p.m Industrial
Studies Rm. 123. Call 924-3227.
Last general meeting 12:30p .m.
Engr. 340. Call 773-1262.

B.Y.O.B.B. (Bring your own Bo &
Bokken) & come for practice!
2:30p.m.-4p.m.
Spartan
Complex West, 202. Call 2596816.

Akbayan IPilipino American
StudentOrganization)
Last general meeting. Elections
for next semester’s officers will
take place May 10. Loma Prieta
Ballroom 630p.m. Call 534-1140.

David Grove, award-winning
international illustrator 6p.m.
Reception, 7p.m. Presentation.
Student Union, Umunhum Rm.
$6 general admission, $5
students,
$4
members.
Call 924-4384.

SME Water Rocket Design
& Blast -Off Contest

Open to all students - design
a 2-liter bottle rocket. $5 to
enter Cash and
Prizes
11:30a.m.-1:30p.m.
Tower
Lawn. Call 924-3227.

American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE)
A Big 1313(211:30a.m.-1:15p.m.
CE, 150. Call 924-3865.

Sparta Guide is frame! and available to students, faculty & staff associations Deadline is 5pm two days before publication
at DBH 209 Entries may be edited to allow for space restrictions

Forms available

Senate hearing on Foster today
WASHINGTON (AP) - Buffeted
for months by abortion foes and
other critics, President Clinton’s
surgeon
general
nominee
declared himself primed to
"define who Henry Foster is" at a
Senate hearing today. Administration officials conceded confirmation still looked difficult.
Brushing off questions about
abortion
record,
Foster’s
Clinton called him a "pro-life,
pro-choice doctor" on Monday.
And the president added, "If we
can’t confirm Henry Foster to
be the surgeon general of the
United States, what kind of person can we confirm?"
But Senate Majority Leader
Bob Dole, who has said he may
not call up the nomination for a
vote even if it gets out of committee, said the White House
had caused whatever problems
there were.
"This is not about abortion.
This is about credibility. This is
about telling the truth. This is
about the White House leveling
with the American people and
not letting it drip, drip, drip out
as the American people find
out," said Dole, who is running
for president.
Foster smiled and joked at
Monday’s Capitol Hill news conference, surrounded by teenagers who are enrolled in his "I
Have a Future" program back in
Tennessee and who rode a bus
to Washington to show their
support. He said he was ready
for the tough grilling he’s likely
to get Tuesday before the
Senate Labor and Human
Resources Committee.
"Am I intimidated? No. And
I’m not being immodest. I’m not
being cocky," the 61 -year-old
obstetrician -gynecologist said.
He said he looked forward to
the hearing "because that Is the
place where I get the chance to
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define who Henry Foster is."
Ever since President Clinton
put his name forward in
February, Foster has been
under attack from conservative
groups and lawmakers - primarily over the fact that he performed abortions and gave several different answers about
how many.
Clinton saw the Tennessee
doctor’s life’s work differently.
"Henry Foster’s record can be
seen in the lives of thousands of
babies that he has helped come
into this world in a healthy way,
in the people he has tried to educate, and the people he has tried
to help," Clinton said. "He
deserves to be more than a political football in the emerging politics of this season," Clinton said
at a luncheon for Emily’s List, a
fund-raising and political organization for Democratic women.
Later at the White House,
Clinton lauded Foster’s "I Have
a Future" program back in
Tennessee and the teen-age

members
who
came
to
Washington to support the doctor.
Aides said Clinton was committed to fighting the battle to
the end, and some said a strong
performance at the hearing
could still turn things around
for Foster. But others predicted
he would not be confirmed in
the end.
Foster will testify before the
committee’s nine Republicans
and seven Democrats after various members of Congress speak
about his nomination. He will be
introduced by Sen. Patty
Murray, 0-Wash., an outspoken
supporter, as well as Tennessee
Democratic Reps. Bob Clement
and Harold Ford.
Conservative groups, including the National Right to Life
Committee, the Family Research
Council and the Republican
National Coalition for Life, also
held a news conference on
Capitol Hill, urging senators to
oppose the nomination.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Setting
the stage for conflict at next
week’s Moscow summit, President Clinton is severing remaining U.S. economic ties with Iran
and pressing Russia’s Boris
Yeltsin to cancel a "disturbing"
nuclear deal with Tehran.
Aides said stiffened sanctions
against Iran will hurt U.S. businesses, primarily in the oil industry. The president explained, "If
we are to succeed in getting
other nations to make sacrifices
in order to change Iran’s conduct, we, too, must be willing to
sacrifice and lead the way."
Clinton made the remarks
Sunday to the World Jewish
Congress in New York, on a day
designed to show his resolve
against terrorism and foster his
ties to Jewish voters.
In a separate address to 6,000
Holocaust survivors, Clinton
said Americans must be alert to
hatred in all forms. "As we have
seen, hatred still flourishes
where it has a chance," he said.
Hours later, he focused on the
evil he sees in Iran, announcing
plans to ban U.S. trade and
investment with the militant
Islamic nation he called an
"inspiration and paymaster to
terrorists."
"My decision to impose the
embargo should make it clear to
Iran and the whole world the
unrelenting determination of
the United States to do all we
can to arrest the behavior and
ambition of that nation,"
Clinton said.
State-run Tehran Radio called
Clinton’s action "disgraceful,"
but said it would not succeed in
throttling the country’s economy. Deputy Foreign Minister
Mahmoud Vaezi told the
English-language Iran News
Daily: "The United States, and
not the Islamic republic, will be
the loser."
Oil futures prices rose early

today in response to Clinton’s
decision. On the New York
Mercantile Exchange, light
sweet crude oil for delivery in
June was trading at $20.65
today, up 27 cents from its close
Friday.
Clinton’s comments also previewed a potential trouble spot
at the May 10 summit with
Yeltsin.
Clinton and his diplomats
have tried without success to
get Russia to abandon a contract to help Iran in the construction of a nuclear reactor
complex near the Persian Gulf.
China is considering a similar
arrangement with Tehran.
"The most recent reports of
Russia’s agreement to sell gas
centrifuge equipment to the
Iranians, and to train nuclear
technicians from Tehran, are
disturbing," Clinton said.
The United States argues that
oil -rich Iran has plenty of fuel,
so any nuclear technology
would be used to manufacture
weapons. Clinton lumped Iran,
Libya and Iraq into a category
of "rogue states" that "hunger
for nuclear and other weapons
of mass destruction."
The CIA has
informed
Congress that Iran recently
received at least four ballistic
missile launchers from North
Korea. The trade publication
Defense Week reported in
today’s edition that the transaction nearly doubles the estimated number of missile launchers
in Iran’s possession.
Clinton pledged to raise his
concerns again in Moscow with
the Russian president and said
the topic also will be on his
agenda in June when leaders of
the world’s top industrialized
nations gather in Canada.
White House aides were not
counting on Yeltsin to scrap the
deal in time for the summit and
harbored even lower expecta-

nous that ( hina will heed
Clinton’s call. They said the president is now in a better position
to push U.S. allies for sanctions.
Clinton said he will sign an
executive order this week to forbid U.S. companies and their
subsidiaries from trading with
Iran or investing in the nation.
The order will take effect 30
days after his signature, in part
to help companies make the
transition. But the White House
conceded that "a few thousand"
jobs would be lost as a result of
the order.
The order also will eliminate
U.S. exports, which totaled $326
million in 1994.
Clinton in March killed a $1
billion oil contract between
Conoco Inc. and Iran that would
have produced a Conoco-developed oil field in the Persian
Gulf.
No Iranian oil is sold in the
United States, but American
companies and their subsidiaries can buy the fuel and
sell it on the world market.
Clinton said his latest order
would close that $35 billion
loophole, as well as prohibit
trade and U.S. investment with
Iran.
The order will apply to U.S.
companies and subsidiaries
controlled or coordinated from
States.
the
United
Administration officials said the
firms affected most by the order
probably would be Exxon and
Texaco, along with Dresser
Industries and The Coastal
Corp., both Texas-based exploration companies.
The move stops short of a
proposal by Sen. Alfonse
D’Amato, R-N.Y., to forbid foreign companies doing business
with Iran from doing business in
the United States. Clinton said
the measure would cause an
unnecessary strain on relations
with U.S. allies.
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Falling Stars

Baseball
Umps return
to work
NEW YORK (AP)
owners
and
Baseball
umpires agreed today to a
new five-year contract, ending management’s 120-day
lockout
The agreement provides
base salaries of up to
$225,000 and performance
and postseason bonuses
that could push that figure
past $300,000 a year.
The umpires return to
work Wednesday.
The deal between the
National
American
and
leagues and the Major
League Umpires Association
was announced at the office
of management negotiator
Robert Kheel.
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THE ENTERPRISE TEAM has
opportunities for you!l we are looking for
graduating seniors who are sales oriented and self motivated and want a career in management. Ideal candidates will have work experience in sales, customer service, fast-paced retail, participated in team sports, or
held leadership roles in student clubs

For more information please call/mail/fax
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San Jose Sharks’ right wing
Pat Falloon helped Sharks’
coach Kevin Constantine continue to implement his New Star
Theory, which helped defeat the
Dallas Stars 3-1 Monday night at
San Jose Arena.
Theory
New
Star
The
describes the Sharks’ ability to
have a different player step up
each game and surprise opponents. Falloon scored two goals,
including the game-winner,
keeping the Sharks’ Stanley Cup
playoff hopes alive.
"Different guys have to get it
done because no one guy can
get it done every night. Patty
came up with a big-time game,
one (goal) to win, one to insure
the win," Constantine said.
"(Falloon) has always shown
flashes of being great. He just
has to be more consistent."
After each Sharks’ goal the 17,
190 screaming fans at The Tank
began a "playoffs" chant.
By knocking off the Dallas
Stars (17 wins-23 losses-8 ties,
42 points), San Jose (19-25-3, 41)
secured a tighter grip on the
eighth and final playoff spot
in the Western Conference.
Winnipeg (16-24-7, 39) and
Edmonton (17-26-4, 38) were

with

May E3 and 9
Join us on the Tower Lawn from 10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
for events highlighting health, safety and athletic related activities

Education Program) Center of the

"S

hockey
officially eliminated from playoff
contention Monday, when both
teams lost.
The Sharks have a shot to
move up to the No. 7 spot and
avoid playing Detroit in the first
round of playoffs with a win
against the Vancouver Canucics
(18-18-11, 47) Wednesday in San
Jose. The Sharks are 2-1-1
against the Canucks this season,
winning their last matchup 4-3
in Vancouver.
"I’m pleased the way things
turned out," Falloon said. "We
have 20 guys determined to win
hockey games."
In their next matchup, the
Sharks are hoping for another
surprise performance to support the New Star Theory and a
continued star performance by
all-star goalie Arturs lrbe.
Irbe recorded 37 saves
Monday as the Sharks were outshot 38-18. Being outshot
caused concern for Constantine,
who is hoping to see more shots
on net from his low-shooting
offense.
When reminded of the shot
ratio in favor of Sharks’ opponents, Constantine scowled.
"I’m trying to enjoy the win
right now," he said, "without
lrbe the score could’ve easily
been different."
Los Angeles (15-22-9, 39) is
still in contention for the final
spot and has two games remaining, one against Winnipeg today
and then against Chicago on
Wednesday. Both contests are

\

road games for the Kings.
"We haven’t accomplished
anything yet," Constantine said,
"we’re not in the playoffs."
Also gleaming for the Sharks
were Craig Janney and Kevin
Miller. Janney set up Falloon for
the Sharks’ game-winning goal.
Miller scored the Sharks’ first
goal at 4:23 in the first period,
assisted by Jeff Odgers and
Shawn Cronin.
Falloon’s third goal, a onetimer, was assisted by Jamie
Baker. Falloon led the Sharks
with five shots on net. On his
final
two
shots,
Falloon
unleashed bullets in which
Stars’ goaltender Andy Moog
ducked out of the way while
making glove saves.
"I got some good wood on it,
for sure . . a little adrenaline
maybe," Falloon said while letting out a chuckle. "It certainly
was a lot of fun (Monday)."
Dallas, playing its final regular-season game, scored Its only
goal in the second period on a
power play.
After losing three games and
tying one, the Sharks have won
three of their last four games
following the win over the Stars.
"Wins like that are what
brings the team closer together," Odgers said.
San Jose pieced together a
late season rush last year, capping off the best point turnaround in NHL history. The
team made it to the second
round of the Stanley Cup playoffs, upsetting No. 1 -seeded
Detroit in the first round.
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Pat Falloon’s two goals lead San Jose to 3-1 victory
Jim Seimas
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Sharks keep their playoff hopes
alive with one game remaining

Deco m e Part of a "Natural High"
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and Jayson More (4) art; forced to put on their brakes. The Sharks
defeated the Stars 3-1 in front of a 17,190 jubilated sell-out crowd.
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SJSU tennis player hopes to find balance
with college, marriage and pro career
By Jennifer Bixler
Spartan Omly Stall IA Mar

Martin Crampton is the one of
the highest -ranked tennis players at San Jose State University
this season.
As easy as he makes winning
look, balancing college tennis
and his education has become
especially
an arduous task
while aspiring to join the professional tennis circuit.
Crampton is the only Spartan
this year with a winning percentage over .500.
"I just stumbled onto it,
Crampton said. "I just hung
around a lot of kids who were
better than I. I used to bribe
them to play with me."
Crampton, one of SJSU’s married student -athletes, was born
in Nigeria and began to play ten-

tennis
nis there at the Kaduna Club. "I
would be at the club from nine
in the morning to nine at night,"
Crampton said.
By the age of 16, he was
ranked No. 1 in the country.
After his success in Nigeria,
Crampton moved to England,
his father’s homeland. At 17, he
played in England nationals and
quickly rose to the top of the
country’s tennis players, ranked
22nd.
"I was ranked pretty high in
England, but in England I
couldn’t go to school and play
tennis," Crampton said.
In January of 1991, Crampton
moved from England to San Jose
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SJSU tennis

player Martin Crampton zones in on the ball as he practices volleys with a teammate during
practice at the South Campus tennis courts.

"School is still a priority. I
plan to go to summer school
while I’m training," Crampton
said.
"If he continues to work hard,
with a little bit of luck, who
knows?" Hubbell said. "It’s great
for everybody to take a jump at
their dreams."
When Crampton goes into the
circuit he will be traveling up to
28 weeks a year. Crampton has
been married for two years and
knows it will be really hard on
his marriage.
"The biggest problem is that

you have to make big sacrifices.
A lot of things you miss out on
and it only depends on how
dedicated you are," Crampton
said.
This dedication, a former
coach said, is evident by
Crampton’s play.
"Martin is a really tremendous
tennis player. He is able to put
the ball where he wants to. I
think he has an excellent
chance of doing well (in the circuit)," said Drew Williams, one
of Crampton’s outside coaches
and assistant tennis coach at De

Semester Abroad in China

San lose State littiverity
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Tickets at BASS &
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through a program called
College Prospect of America.
"They get a profile of you, all
of your results, and what you’ve
achieved. They send it to colleges that you want to go to. In a
week I got 10 responses,"
Crampton said.
Crampton chose to attend
West Valley College, a two-year
school, and obtained his
Associate in Arts degree.
"WVC was a good starting
point. But I thought I stayed too
long. I should have only stayed
one year instead of two," he
said.
With the change of countries,
he also saw a change with his
game.
"It took me a year to adjust.
Most of the tennis courts in
England are grass or indoor," he
said. "Playing indoor is the perfect environment. I wasn’t used
to playing outside. I became a
more well-rounded player when
I learned to play in the elements."
Crampton, who began attending SJSU this spring, wanted to
go to a Division 1 school on a
scholarship. SJSU’s top-notch
schedule and high conference
ranking
also
influenced
Crampton.
Another major factor in
Crampton’s decision to come to
SJSU was the tennis coaching
staff.
"John Hubbell is a great
coach. He is coaching guys who
are on pro-tour. I can’t say
enough about how good a
coach he is," Crampton said.
"John has moved my game up a
notch. He has a professional
way of doing things."
After this semester, Crampton
Is planning to go into the professional tennis circuit. This means
he will have to put school on
hold.
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Anza College. "Martin is a very
hard worker. He gives more than
100 percent and he loves the
game."
"I’m excited about going into
the circuit just to say I went
out there. I’d rather say I did it,
and it was fun while it lasted,"
Crampton said.
Crampton has not forgotton
SJSU in pursuit of his dreams. If
professional tennis doesn’t pan
out, he hopes to return to the
Spartans team as an assistant
coach.
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Led by Arron Oberholser at 143, the San Jose State golf team
is in fourth place at the 26th annual Big West Conference men’s
championships in Las Cruces, NM, after two rounds.
The Spartans are 25 strokes off the pace of first-place New
Mexico State . . . the SJSU baseball team (19-31-1, 3-15) was
swept in a three-game series with New Mexico State (32-19, 9-9)
over the weekend, losing 25-10, 7-5 and 12-11. All three games
were Big West Conference contests.
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Merger: Sonoma State to combine A.S. and Student Union
From page 1
when they take over control of
our fees and such."
If SSU’s student union merged,
under the new name of
Associated Students Union
Incorporated, Mercer said the
students would benefit.
"There are some services that
we duplicate," Mercer said, "and

there is a lot of red tape and
paper pushing that we could
eliminate if we merged.
"Plus, because the associated
students is upstairs and the student union is downstairs there
has been a lot of rivalry,"
Mercer said, "and by merging
we could get rid of that and
become one corporation work-

ing for one common goal."
Terrill said SSU is trying to
clean house and become more
efficient, and it could save $70,000
the first year after the merger.
"We are following in the CSU’s
footsteps by trimming things
down and saying here we have
two similar organizations, and if
we put them together we can
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There isalotofred
tapeandpaper
pushing we
elhnate if we merged.
Lori Mercer
Somalia State Amorlated Students V. P.

create a more efficient voice,"
Terrill said.
"So it’s ludicrous to say, ’Well,
you can’t do this,’" Terrill said,
"because we say, ’Then why are
you doing it?’"
SSU will hold a round-table
meeting at the end of the semester to discuss the issue with
attorneys from both sides and

the chancellor’s office.
"I doubt that these two corporations will be merged by the
beginning of the next fiscal year,"
Mercer said. "But it’s not crazy
to say that if the chancellor’s
office is interested and if we
keep going with the momentum
that we have, we could merge
by the end of next semester."
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ARTISTS WANTED:
For rubber stamp designs.
Call 408.247.1963 for more info.

SOFTWARE TECHNICAL SUPPORT
Infolmaging Technologies Inc. (RI),
the creators of the new 3D FAX
Software which will revolutionize
computerized fax communications
has an immediate requirement for
VOLUNTEERS
technical personnel with expertise
in at or most of the folowing areas:
B E A FRIEND’
Programming (C, DBase, Perl, &
caring and friendly volunteers
shell scripts, etc.
needed to help individuals
Internet, AOL, CompuServe,
with mental illness become
(vArov, ftp, gopher, veronica, etc.
independent! Flexible hours!
Windows and UNIX operating
Training and support given.
Warns
Gain practical experience for
Networks (Microsoft, Novell,
psychology, social work, OT.
TCP/IP. etc.
nursing or related fields.
Fax modems and applications
Call Martie or Teresa at
(Winfax. Facworks, etc.)
408/5264288 or 408/261-7777. Word Processors (MS. Word,
WordPerfect, AMIPro, etc.)
Flexible hours for qualified
applicants.
MESSAGES
Please fax your
resume to: 1-415-960-0200.
CONGRATS KARENA the new
GDL ’96. Welcome to the foot fan,. SUMMER JOBS In Santa Cruz
Hope you have a blast Luv. Big Foot. Mtn. Kennolyn Camps, a private,
co-ed, Summer Camp in Nor. Cal.
is seeking quality counselors.
ANNOUNCEMENTS Genuine interest in working with
children esential. We need: NatuNEW FALL 95 CLASS OFFERED ralist, Driver (pref over 251 OutH196 Hist. of American Aviation, post Director. Head Riding InstrucTu.&1h. 900-1015am. DMH 165. tor (English), Vaulting Instructor,
counselors for’ boy’s cabins, ClinCode 15903. Messmer.
bing & Ropes course instructors,
WSI’s, Ceramics, & Stained glass
NEW STUDENT DDITAL PLAN:
instructors, Yearbook editor,
Exams and x-rays no charge.
Video operator/editor. Some
SAVE MONEY and your teeth.
other positions open. Call collect
Enroll now!
(408)479-6714 for information.
For brochure see AS. Office or
cal (800)655-3225.
EARN $10- $30. PER HR. NOM
ADOPTION: We’re a happily Will train to twist balloon animals,
married couple (preschool teacher/ hats, etc. for kids of all ages.
lawyer) who wishes to adopt a Must have trans., be responsible
newborn baby. We will provide a and like people. Call Chris at
secure loving home, extended (408)998-8223.
family, and 2 silly Bassett Hound
dogs who love kids, tool We will WANTED: TYPIST/OFF10E asst.
love this child with all our hearts. should type 60 wpm - computer,
If you are considering adoption WrL, Wad, Lcrus. Expel. Type letters,
please call us. Amy/Ken at 1- reports, answer phones, send fax.
800996-9474. Legal/Confidential. make copies. PT/semester. FT/
break, NWT Corp. 281-1100.
OPEN ADOPTION gave my son
the very best start in life. I CHOSE DELIVERY DRIVER WANTED
his parents & we care deeply $5.00 per hr. + $1.00 per delivery
about each other. If you’re preg- tips. Must have own car,
nant & not sure what to do, call Insurance and clean DMV record.
me, Mary, at nonprofit Center: Day shift S, Night shift. Mountain
Mikes Pizza, 2011 Naglee Ave.
4069864343.
San Jose. 280-5070.

FOR SALE
WANT TO INCREASE your Grade
Point Average? Find out about the
technology of study. Send $4.50
to: Scientology, 80 E. Rosemary,
Dept. S, San Jose, CA 95112 or
call 1-800-293-6463.

SUBSTITUTES. Small World
Schools is hiring students to work
as substitute teachers in our 19
preschool and school -age day
care programs. Prefer 6-12 units
in Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education. This
is a great posiffon for both male
or female students. We can work
around most school schedules even if you are only available 1 or
2 afternoons a week. Call our
Corporate Office a 408257-7320.

N EW FUTONS!
Full Set: $119.
Queen Set: $129.
Includes frame & futon. Fabric
choices, with 6 inch thick futon.
TELEMARKETERS
The lowest prices In the Bay Area.
Flex hrs. Hourty +Comm. +Bonus.
Call 9261951.
Exp preferred, not necessary.
1640 Rem uda Ln. San Jose, CA.
Call 408-2487941.
Fax Resume: 248.7942.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE

Powerful 100% UNIX Compatibre
Operating System for your Desktop PC) Enjoy the true multi-tasking & multi-user operating system.
Full featured UNIX with X-Windows,
TCP/IP, NFS, compilers and all
applications for 386 & higher
PCs. All for a price of DOS,
only $39.95. Tel: 408-7279883.
Fax:40E1727-3882.
MAC PLUS W/EXTERNAL H.D.
Computer good - H.D. needs
work. Includes some software. $200. obo. 924-3269.
OPPORTUNITIES
SERIOUS INCOME POTENTIAL!
No Experience Necessary, No
Inventory, No Door to Door. For
information packet w/cass., send
$10 to Smith Inc. 5525 Sootts Valley
Dr. #9A, Scotts Valley CA 95066.
ASIA
EUROPE
MEXICO
USA
How can one opportunity be the
most explosive in all these
markets? Find out how you can
reap tremendous benefits. Call
Now 800-398.866524 hour msg.

EMPLOYMENT
DYNAMIC JEWISH TEACHER
wanted for Sunday School.
Mall resume: 16555 Shannon
Rd. Los Gatos, CA 95032.
RETAIL SALES- Seeking highly
motivated, customer service
oriented individual for FT/PT sales
& assist mgr. positions at S’vele
& P.A. locations. Experience preferred but will train right person.
Competitive salary, benefits &
growth potential. Call Richard.
Futon Gallery, 408-7489488.
TUTORS NEEDED. EARN $1045
per hr. We get students to call
you. Call Jack 227-6685.
SUMMER CAMP JOBS
Scenic New England. NY. PA
area camps seek counselors &
Instructors for these activities:
Waterskl, Sailing. Windsurfing.
WSI’s. Lifeguards, Tennis, Art.
Gymnastics, Theatre, Archery.
Woodshop, Ropes, Mtn. Bike,
Camping, Athletics 8, MORE!
Great Fun, Friends, & Memories.
Come East! Cali 1900-2267489.

Phone: 924-3277 U FAX: 924-3282
MONEY FOR THE SUMMER?
If you like having fun & are
openminded, we are an
environmental co. with
a career for you.
(408) 492-1209.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional Information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when maidng
these further contacts, they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or ser4ces.
In addition, readers should
care/My Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
acoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

EARN EXTRA MONEY!
Demonstrate environmental
products everyone needs, every
day. Training available. F/T, P/T.
To schedule interview call
(408) 255-5983.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE;
P/T morning & afternoon shifts.
Must have own bike. Contact
Tremor 288-4100. Wrier City Exwess,
22 W. St. John St. SanJose.
TEACHERS Many Opportunities
FT/PT positions for preschools &
school-age day care programs.
Great job for male or female
students. Prefer 6-12 units in
Child Development, Recreation,
Psychology, or Education.
Advancement & growth, great
benefits for fulltime. Many times
meow work wound your schedule.
Call Small World Schools
408-257-7320.
DO YOU LIKE KIDS?
Nanny positions available,
Nights, Weekends, Weekdays.
Call 2554213.

RESORT JOBS- Earn to $12/hr. +
tips. Theme parks. Hotels. Spas +
more. Tropical & Mountain destinations. Call 1-206-632-0150 ext.
R60412.
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRING! Earn
Big 55$ + Free world travel
(Caribbean, Europe, Hawaii, etc).
Summer/Permanent. No exper.
nec. Guide. (915) 5294358 ext.
C1070.
TEACH DRIVING PART/FULL
time. Classroom & in car positions
available. 971-7557.

SUMMER WORK
Want to earn more this summer
than most people do in a year? If
MONEY MOTIVATED?
Record breaking environmental you are friendly. fun, & motivated,
marketing co. seeks 5 self-driven we can show you how. Call for
individuals who want high income. interview. (408) 496-0719.
Training. (408)496-0719.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
$7.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR
Become a Sperm Donor.
with scheduled increases.
Healthy males, 19-34 years old.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Full-time or Part-time
Contact California Cryobank
ALL SHIFTS AVAILABLE
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.
FULL TRAINING
EXCELLENT BENEFITS
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING- Earn up
Credit Union / Paid Vacations
to $2,000+/month. World travel.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Seasonal & full-time positions. No
WEEKLY PAYCHECKS!
Apply Mon. - Fri. 8am 5pm,
exp necessary. For info. call
1-206-6340468 ext. C60414.
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara.
New 101W San Tomas Expressway. ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Students Needed! Fishing
Industry. Earn up to $3,000$ DRIVERS $
$6,000 per month. Room and
Excellent 2nd job
Board! Transportation! Male or
Takeout Taxi
Restaurant Food Delivery Service Female. No experience necessary.
Call (206) 545-4155 ext A60413.
Earn $9 to $11/hr. Flex hrs.
Own Car, Good DMV & Ins. Req.
HEALTH NUTRITION work at
San Jose or Cupertino Area
home. Earn up to $350 part-time
Cal 406468-9400.
or $1500 full-time per week.
BACK TO SCHOOL JOBS. Hiring Full training, flexible hours.
today. 5 part time positions Call 1-800956-7300.
available. Starting at $10/hour,
up to $250/week. Jobs filled 1st SUMMER JOBS & P/T WORK
come 1st serve basis. Call Western Staff Services will be
at the Student Union on
408-249-8446 today!
Wednesdays from gam-lpm.
Pruneyard: 371-7171
BILINGUAL
Sunnyvale: 245-4850
International Company
San Jose Metro: 452-1911.
expanding in local area,
looking to fill 3 key positions
36k + potential. Part &full time.
RENTAL HOUSING
408-492-1209.

ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST.
Work for environmental justice.
P/T evening positions for
articulate and motivated persons with opportunity for
PT ADMIN FOR LAW FIRM advancement, travel & benefits.
Light phones and bookkeeping. Silicon Valley Toxics Coalition.
Flexible hours, 15-20 hrs/wk. Call 288-7882, 1- 4pm. E.O.E.
Computer & people skills a must.
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE. Help
Fax resume to 408-295-6693.
a childless couple become
51.3.00 PER HOUR TO START! family. Carry a child for an
Evenings.
Infertile couple. Excellent
Sales -Weekends &
compensation: $17.000 +
Green Thumb Lawn Service
expenses. 800-308-7367.
Start this Saturday.
4013253-8818.
INSIDE SALES, PART-TIME
PROGRAM ASSISTANT. Work with flex hours, for outgoing telephone
personality for National Ad Co..
students w/ Dot. Delays/Behavioral
near SJSU. Beverly 995-5905.
challenges. $7-$10 hr. 30 hrs. Send
resume to Zonta Services, 4300
Bucknall Rd. Si, CA 95130 ECE/Ak AIASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT1
Earn thousands this summer in
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? canneries, processors, etc.
Earn $5,700 for the summer & Male/Female. Room/Board/
enhance your resume working Travel often provided! Guide.
for our 128 year-old company. Guaranteed success! (515)
52543911wit. A1070.
Call 287-5021 for more details.

780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
Large 2 bdrm/2 ba. Very clean.
Security type bldg. Laundry. Cable.
Ample parking. Quiet with good
neighbors. Walk or ride bike to
school. Responsive management.
We take advance deposits.
5720-5770/mo. Call 288-9157.
NEED YOUR OWN SPACE? If
you’re looking to live on your own,
we have the perfect home for you!
Studios from $520, Jr. 1 Bdrms
from $595. Call Timberwood
Apartments at 4084784800.
WALK TO SJSU. Thi Sands Apts.
460 So. 10th St. Carport and
laundry. 2/bdrm. - $675 mo.
1/bdrm - $500. mo. Manager in
apt. 10 or call 293-9840.

2 BDRM APAMVENT $750/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Free Basic Cable service
Laundry Room
Village Ants. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 115-6891
ROYALE APTS. 2 bdrm./1 bath
Rent starting at $710. a month.
Free cable. Laundry room.
9th & E. William St. Call
Tricia or Robert 971-0869.
LESS THAN $300 FOR RENT
per person in an enormous 3 barn.
acL (based on 3 person occupancy).
Within biking distance to SJSU
or jump on Light Rail.
Close and Quiet
Washer/Dryer Hookups
Air Conditioning
Triple -wide closets
Fitness Center
Billiards / Ping Pong
Basketball / Tennis
Pools / Spa
Indoor Raquetball Court
Large 2 x 2 also available.
Prices won’t last.
279-2300
Summerwind Apts.

SPORTS / THRILLS

WORD PROCESSING

100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
slrydnarg! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING.
West San lose/Cupertino. APA-r"Term papers "Group projects
"Thesis Letters Applications
"Resumes "Tape transcription, etc.
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
Laser printer. Days & evenings,
7clays. SUZANNE, 996-1686

HOCKEY FIGHTS ONLY
on 2 hour VHS video.
/ant Quality. Great Gift,
Call 604-585-6016. (7daysl.

TO TYPE!"’""
"I HATE
If this got your attention, give your
self a break. Let me do it for you!
Resumes, term papers & theses.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page / 5.00 minimum.
Pick-up and Delivery - 52.00.
Cash only. Call Julie 445-0707.

FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK
and BRAKE INSPECTION!
Student Discounts.
Big-0-Tires, 2336 El Camino
Real, Santa Clara.
Mon Ri: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4.
281-4430.
WRITING HELP. Professional
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghostwriting. Letters, reports, books,
essays, theses, articles, etc. For
more info please call Dave Bolick.
510401-5554. VISA/MASTERCARD. FAX. Emergencies 0.K
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Samples 8, references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken.
Foreigners welcome! Call today
for free phone consultation:
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel.

BEAUTIFUL 9 BDRM. 4 BATH
Victorian, right across from campus, ready to lease to fraternity or
sorority. The backyard can be
used as parking. $2950 per mo.
RESUME PREPARATION by
+ dep. Call Steve at 279-4548.
member of Prof. Assn. Resume
STUDIO FOR 1. $490/mo. incl. Writers. Reasonable rates.
util. + $300 sec. dep. No pets. Cochrell’s Professional Resumes.
(408)356-6782.
Parking. Call 259-7040.
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL!
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing. tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
Back - Chest- Lip- Bikini - Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First appt.
1/2 price if made before June 1,
2 BR/1 BA APT. 571 So. 7th at 1995. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
Reed. Carport, cable. wash/dryer. 621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
$650/ma
6/1& 8/1 268-0439. Campbell . (408)379-3500.
GATEWAY APTS. 148 E.
William St. 2 bdrrn/2 bath. Security type building. Underground
parking. Close to SJSU. Free
basic cable. Game room w/ ping
pong & pool table. Laundry room.
Rent starting at $750./mo. 9470803, Noel or Rosalind Luna.

STATE HOUSE APTS
508 So. 11th St.
2 Bdrm/2 earl- 5725-$775/mo.
Security type building
Close to SJSU
Free basic cable service
New management
Well maintained bldg.
Mgr. 408-295-5256.

SHARED HOUSING
SHARE 3 BR. 2 1/2 BA. HOUSE.
IN/U. 2 me garage. Ref N/S female.
No pets. $315./mo. 1/4 util. $250.
dep. Call 224-6795 or 229-2665.
LARGE ROOM, clean dist lActaire
So. 14th at San Antonio. N/S.
$325./mo + dep and share utilities.
Cal 297.5313.
LARGE 3 BR. 2 1/2 BA. In SC
near Homestead & Rey. Dd. garage,
Office, W/D. FP. Pool. N/S prof.
$600/mo 1/2 util. 261-0500.
WE NEED ONE MORE ROOMMATE
to share 4 bdrrn./2 ba. house ASAP!
I250/mo +1/3 util 408-578-2349.
SHARE LOVELY VICTORIAN NOME
on No. 5th St. with 2 males. All
amenities, hot tub. $400. per mo.
Utilities included. Non-smoker.
Call 288-9444

SCHOLARSHIPS
NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
"Shadowhawk Enterprises" will
find it for you. Recorded
message gives details.
510-490-2685 ext. 112.

ROOM TO ROAM!
Over 1100 sq. ft. of living space
in our huge 2 bedroom condos. FREE MONEY FOR COLLEGE for all
Split Master Suites, W/D. A/C, levels regardless of grades or
& more. Woodland Meadow. income. 1-800499.3597 debt. 570.
408-441-7500.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SERVICES
RESUMES: Full ?AWACS, Affordable, Quick Turnaround. Some
evening/Sat. hours, convenient
meeting places, Cell Alexandra,
408-269-0822, noon -9pm.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving S1SU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multrcar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HAssl F
NO OBUGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
CHEAP AMU INSURANCE
Believe it or not, if you make this
call. you.11 be our customer today!
Specializing in cheap Auto.
Motorcycle and Boat Insurance
with a weakness for making our
customers happy. SR-22/SR-1P
given on the same day if you
have a DUI. Accident without
Insurance or Suspended License.
TODAY IS YOUR LUCKY DAY!
Astoria Insurance Brokerage
408-247-3734.

TRAVE
DO EUROPE
$265 ANYTIME!
If you’re a little flexible, we can
help you beat the airline’s prices.
"NO HIDDEN CHARGES
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE
AIRHITCHO 415434-9192
ArhitchOnetcom.com
REALLY CHEAP TRAVEL
Discount Airline Tickets
International / Domestic
Student Packages Available
Mexico, Hawaii, Disney.
Call for Lowest Fares
Everywhere, all the time.
Great American Traveler
408-984.6607.

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924,3277

Punt your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
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Ad Rotes: 3-line minimum
Two Throe
One
Days
Days
Day
$9
$7
3 lbws
$5
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4 Ilnes
$fl
$11
5 lines
$7
$9
$12
$10
6 lines
$8
$1 for each additional line.

Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
514

Five Address
Days
2,c code
$13 Crry5 Siete
$14
Phcne
$16
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily M8411044,
Attar this filth day, rate Inareases by 101 par day. Si Jose Stahl Uniyarelty
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
NI Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209
Deadline 10.00am two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
All ads are prepaid. No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines: $70 10-14 lines: $90
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines: $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277

Please check /
one classification:
_,,arnpus t..,lubs. _Rental Housing
Greek Messages* _Shared Housing.
Events*
__Real Estate
_Announcements* _Services
_Lost and Found.* _Health/Beauty
_Volunteers.
_Ride Share"
For Sale
Insurance
_Ertertainment
_Autos For Sale
_Travel
Electronics*
_Tutonng
Wanted"’
_Word Processing
Employment
_Scholarships
_Opportunities

Special student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

HEALTH/BEAUTY
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own probe or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
247-7486.

NORMA’S TYPING SERVICE
Evening/Weekend appts
Fax Modern/HP LaserPrinting
Resumes. Letters, Theses.
Spreadsheets. Copying. etc.
I CAN MEET YOUR TYPING NEEDS
Low charge by page
Available an#ime after 12:00pm
call (4081238-5089

HAVING A BAD HAIR DAY?
Say no more! Come to Multicuts
Beauty Salon. We guarantee the
Best Haircuts, Styles, Perms and
the Best Customer Service in town.
Students & Faculty: Bring I.D. &
receive a discount on any service.
Multicuts is located inside The
Multicultural Center. 605 S. 3r4 St..
corner of Reed. Walk-in Welcome,
or call now for appt. 257-7589.
Ask for Ana, a Professional Stylist
for o.er 12 years. English/Spanish.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cat Paul a Virginia 408-251-0449.

50% DISCOUNT!
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Enhance your natural beauty!
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
Expires June 1st, 1995.
4084794500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell, CA 95008.

FASTEST TYPIST IN SAN JOSE!
Accuracy is my specialty. Fast turn
around. Resumes, student papers.
correspondence. Worked with SJSU
students for 15 years. Located 10
minutes from campus. Reasonable
rates. Satisfaction Guaranteed!!!
Ay:Over done -always. Call Jane at
Perfect Paper. (4081937-0373.

ENTERTAINMENT
ENTERTAINMENT LINE
Sports
Finance / Stocks
Horoscopes
Soap Operas
1-900-656-6000 ext 6735
$2.99 per min. 18+ yrs.
procall co. (602) 954-7420.

AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Puressional Word Processing!
Treses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters.
Manuscnpts, etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser I. Air formats, specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Fee disc
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free. dependabe. and prompt
service. To wood disappointment. call
now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 r8am-8prnr. Plus
SweAddltIonal VAR/ Referral!

DAILY
CROS SWORD
wolves will appear- ill rid iii At 1.....,11C

ACROSS
1 Snoozed
6 Courteous
gestures
10 Mimic
13 Eagle’s nest
14 Pierre’s girlfriend
15 Trawl
17 Costume party
19 Opening part of
a play
20 Rocky Mountain
tribe
21 Told
23 Shooting stars
27 Gun an engine
28 Avail oneself of
29 "Butterflies Free"
30 Columbus’ ship
32 Designer
Christian 34 Ship’s personnel
36 Eternities
38 Coffee grounds
41 Tiptop
42 Small quarrel
44 Aid and 45 Ironically
47 Pitchfork part
48 The - Ranger
49 Coalition
51 Gosh’
53 Crude metal
54 "Alice" waitress
56 Jabber
58 Piled up
60 Happy feeling
63 Flightless bird
64 California wine
valley
65 Grasped
70 Fencing
competition
71 Hoax
72 Sea duck
73 Box-office sign
74 Elect ical units
75 Suspicious

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
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1 Actor Jaffe
2 Meadow
3 Sounds ol
hesitation
4 Miff
5 Ancient
German
6 Prohibit
7 Poet Khayyam
8 Broader
9 Trickled
10 In the distance
11 Tot’s "reader"
12 - Park
Colorado
16 Conceal
18 More uncanny
22 Roman poet
23 Parrot
24 Mistake
25 Young faddist
26 Nose
31 Sharpshooter
Oakley
’ Type of exam

35 Farm’s water
supply
37 Croons
39 Type
40 Horse
43 Tidier
46 by on
a string
50 Tenor
Enrico 52 Lass
54 Ward off
55 Hawaiian
feasts
57 Tweak
59 - pie
61 Circle of light
62 First man
66 Printer’s
measures
67
on a
Grecian Urn’
68 Above poet
69 Arid
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S.F. to allow
bikes on
mass transit

Darden
From page 1

PHOTO BY JANET BLACKBURN

The media descended upon the SJSU campus yesterday and lit up
the University Room with their camera lights. Christopher Darden,

SJSU class of ’77 and a prosecuting attorney in the 0 J. Simpson
case, took it in good humor as he fielded questions

Master plan
From page 1

46

plan
increased, you still
to impose exorbitant fee
increases."
The letter cited statistics
showing how prisons are in
direct competition with higher
education.
A report from the California
Higher Education Policy Center
on the Master Plan said, "The
real difference between the fiscal crisis now and ones earlier
is that the Master Plan has had
almost no role in the state’s
framework for making important budget decisions, beyond
obligatory reference."
Patrick Callan, executive
director of the policy center
said, "We are highly critical of
the rate of tuition increase that
the governor is proposing. It’s
not a fair share that the students must pay.
"In our view there is too much
borrowing and too much debt,"
Callan said.
Katz disagreed. "It’s time for
students and parents to pick up
the cost of higher education,"

The increases in
tuition will have a
chilling affect on
California’s work
force.
Patrick Callan
director ul the
Lahti ,,,, ia Higher Lduratioo Polk, I enter

she said. "In 1994-95 . .. a student in the CSU system picked
up only 18 percent of the cost.
"We don’t have the economy
like before, we need to take a
look at the Master Plan and
start to revise it to account for
education in general," Katz said.
The report from the policy
center said, "General Fund
expenditures declined by 2.6
percent from 1990-91 to 1993-94.
But the reduction of state
General Funds for higher education was 10 times this decline..
."
In an article from the Jan-

uary 1995 edition of Crosstalk, a
policy
center
publication,
Lucy Killea, a California state
senator, said, "I don’t know yet
what ’three strikes’ is going to
cost us.
"1 happen to be one of the
seven in the Senate who voted
against it, and I think we’re now
backing away from the most
draconian aspects of it, but I
don’t know yet whether that’s
going to drag everything else
down."
The three strikes law, which
was passed by state voters in
November 1994, requires life
prison terms for people convicted of their third felony.
Federal funding for student
aid has also affected the outlook for continuing the Master
Plan.
The
Republican-led
Congress is considering cuts to
campus-based work study, subsidized Stafford loans and
Perkins loans.
"The increases in tuition will
have a chilling affect on
California’s work force," Callan
said.

department.
"Students could see these
people as role models, because
they are the alumni of tomorrow," said Fee who was also recognized as a 1979 SJSU nutrition
and food science graduate.
SJSU President Robert L.
Caret said people like the ones
who were honored are what
universities are all about.
"(Universities) are creating
the educated citizen of the
future."
The other people honored
were: James Lafferty (aeronautical operations, 1974),
Richard
Pettingill
(health
administration, 1977), Shelby
Kashiwamura (hospitality management, 1993), Jack Capon
(human performance 1954),
(industrial
Seaton
Donald
George
1992),
technology,
Coakley (advertising, 1953),
Georgette Dufresne (occupational therapy 1979), Carol
Ann Peterson (recreation and
leisure studies 1967), Leslie
Ann Orr (instructional technology 1992) and Carolyn Spears
(nursing 1979).

SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Long-distance bicycle riders
can start getting a boost from
a bus, under a San Francisco
Bay area trial program allowing the bikes on board.
Golden Gate Bridge Transit
District will allow bikes to be
brought aboard only between
San Francisco and Santa
Rosa, Novato and San Rafael.
"The bicycle is very convenient for trips of three to five
miles. Covering greater distance is a problem," said
Terry Rolleri, a member of a
that
group
bike-riders
pushed for admission on
buses.
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Loma Prieta Room,
Student Union
hosted by

Our fees range from only $125 to
$195
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BOBROW

Arnold Air Society, FIJI’s & Delta Zeta’s
* ** Please bring photo I.D. ***

Test Preparation

Become a Donor Buddy, just bring in a donor who
is new to Stanford Blood Center, and we will thank
each of you with a Donor Buddu T-shirt!
*Prepare to donate by following a low fat healthy diet, being
well rested, and increasing fluid intake.
Cookies and ice cream for all l’arlicipian is.
Thank you for caring! t

SERVICES
(510 0S0-0556

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY
CFFICE CF CON11NUING EDUCATION

11=11M213111

Stanford Blood Center (415) 723-7831

Store Your Stuff For
Pay 1st month’s rent and receive 2nd month free. Minimum two month rental period.
Offer good to new customers only on selected spaces subject to availability.
Please mention this ad.

Budget Growth: Prisons vs. Higher Education
(1983-84 to 1993-94)

offer expires 6/30/95

stuff(stu

200%

noun

1. The belongings acquired over time that serve no
immediate purpose. 2. Objects that seem to merely
occupy space.

3. Things that should be stored at Safe
Place Storage!

150%

Convenient Locations

100%
50%
on s St

0%
Colleges

_

Prisons
111*

Spartan Daily Staff Report

In the last decade, spending
for higher education has
Increased by 38 percent, while
spending for prisons has
Increased by 172 percent, said
the California Post -secondary
Education Commission.
Under the ’three strikes’ legislation, housing one prisoner
for 40 years for petty theft
equals the elimination of state
support for nearly 300 community college students, said the
Center for Juvenile & Criminal
Justice.
By 1997, it is projected that
there will be more inmates
in California prisons than

there will be students in all
nine campuses of the University
of California combined, said
the California Post -secondary
Education Commission.
To pay for ’three strikes,’ prisons’ share of the state budget

will grow from the current nine
percent to 18 percent by the
year 2002, while the universities
will go from the current 12.1
percent to 0 percent over that
same seven-year period, said
the Rand Corporation.

Writing Tutorial
fri 4
Giup sinh vien lam [Ai
Including: application assistance, job interview
training, editing business & personal letters and more
Call today for your free phone consultation!

(415) 525-01505
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SANTA TERESA 411110
6880 Santa Teresa Blvd.
Bernal Road Exit
Off Highway 101

WILLOW GLEN
900 Lonus Street

Off Lincoln Avenue
Near Highway 280

281-0400

947-8775

Call Now While We Still Have Space Available!
Open 7 Days a Week
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